The effects of bit chewing on right upper quadrant intestinal sounds frequency in adult horses

1. Introduction

Postoperative ileus (POI) is a recognized complication of abdominal surgery [1,2]. The reported incidence of ileus in horses ranges from 14% to as high as 47% [1,3,4] and higher if only small intestinal diseases are considered. Postoperative ileus carries also a high mortality rate, which can be up to the 86% [1-5]. Although other causes have been proposed [1], POI is supposedly caused by surgical manipulation and inflammation [6-8]. Many therapies have been proposed to prevent and treat POI in horses [9] but to date none is considered fully effective. For this reason probably POI management require a multi-disciplinary approach that comprise drugs, nasogastric intubation, fluid therapy and all other measures that could possibly help in its prevention and treatment.

In horses, like humans postoperative ileus may involve the entire gastrointestinal tract [10-13] and prevention and treatment are based on same principles. Management strategies for POI can be divided into prevention and supportive care. In human medicine the choice of anesthesia, the surgical technique, and the means of providing pain relief, such as thoracic epidural analgesia [14], can play an important role in prevention. For supportive care, considerable research has looked into avoiding the use of routine NG intubation, early ambulation, early oral feeding, and prokinetic agents [14]. These strategies have been incorporated into fast track protocols designed to shorten POI and hasten discharge [15].
Aside of pharmacological treatment that doesn’t differ substantially between horses and humans, other factors have been considered in the prevention of POI in humans [11]. Among these early feeding and gum chewing are the most recent yet promising. Although there is no confirmed evidence of the effectiveness of gum chewing, it seems to have some success in reducing time from surgery to first fecal passage and hospitalization time [11,16,17].

Early feeding can rarely be encouraged in equine patients suffering from POI and gastric reflux. Our hypothesys is that gum chewing or, better said, some sort of sham feeding that cause horses to chew without loading the gastrointestinal tract with food could be beneficial in improving gastrointestinal motility thus preventing or treating POI.

The aim of the present study is to produce a method to consistently induce horses at chewing without ingesting food and to evaluate its effects on gut sounds in healthy horses.

2. Materials and methods

The study received the approval of the Ethical and Animal Welfare Committee of the Department of Veterinary Sciences of the University of Turin and an information sheet was signed by owners. Ten healthy horses (6 standardbred, 4 warmblood) of both genders (2 intact males, 4 geldings, 4 mares) with ages ranging from 3 to 6 years and mean weight 500±34 kg were included in the study. All subjects underwent a clinical examination to exclude intestinal or other pathologies. History of normal feeding behavior was obtained for each horse. The study has been conducted in an environment familiar to the animal to avoid external confounding factors. To avoid influence of
feeding times all horses were subjected to the experiments after a fasting time of at least 4 hours.

Each subject underwent three sessions one week apart with different order to reduce individual variability or variability due to fasting time.

Horses were cross-tied in the stable and an area approx 10 cm diameter was clipped on the right upper flank between the tuber coxae and the last rib, dorsal to the crus of the oblique external abdominal muscle. As previously described [18], a digital phonendoscope connected to a laptop and held by an operator was positioned in this area and the site marked with a permanent marker to ensure correct positioning at each examination.

A first registration was started and lasted for five consecutive minutes. Then a snaffle bit with toggles (Fig.1) was applied to the horse and a second registration started soon after and lasting 18 minutes.

Because in a preliminary study we found that a consistent increase in gut sounds started from approximately 3 minutes after bit application, the first 3 minutes of each registration were discarded. Remaining 5- minutes recording sessions were randomly numerated and assessed blindly by two operators that counted the total number of borborygmi for each session.

Borborygmi were classified in two categories, ones lasting less and ones lasting more than 3 seconds.

For each period of 5 minutes in each session the number of borborygmi per minute was then obtained and compared using commercially available statistical software (GraphPad InStat®).
A rANOVA Friedman test with Dunn post-test was performed to compare number of borborygmi per minutes between the 5 minute pre-chewing with 5, 10 and 15-minutes post chewing sessions.

3. Results

All horses tolerated the procedure. Application of a bit produced consistent mastication and swallowing in all horses that started soon after and lasted for a period of approximately 20 minutes. An increase in frequency of short sounds was evident from 3±0.7 minutes after starting chewing.

We noted a significantly different increase in short (< 3 sec) gut sounds in the first 5 min of registration (Table 1). After this period the frequency leveled but maintained values significantly different from the period pre-chewing.

Longer sounds (>3 sec) didn’t differed significantly in frequency between periods.

4. Discussion

In our study positioning of a bit produced consistent chewing for approximately 20 minutes. Chewing produced salivation and swallowing and increased frequency of borborygmi in the upper right quadrant starting from approximately 3 minutes after application. This finding could make bit chewing in horses similar to gum chewing in humans.

Bowel motility is regulated by intrinsic and extrinsic nervous modulation as well as by humoral substances. In humans, sham feeding as been postulated to increase vagal tone and the production of gastrointestinal hormones favoring and increase in intestinal motility [19].
In humans chewing gum is considered as a sham feeding which stimulates gut motility. It resulted in a shortening of time between surgery and defecation [16].

Although the exact causes of postoperative ileus are not fully understood, it has been postulated that an imbalance of sympathetic and parasympathetic inputs to the GI tract results in a reduction in propulsive motility, contributing to or causing signs of ileus [6-8,20].

In horses has been demonstrated that feeding cause an increase in gut sounds [18]. Although maybe a component of the increase motility is given by food composition, mastication, salivation and swallowing may play a fundamental role in horses too. In our study mastication of a bit consistently caused an increase in gut sounds detected with electronic auscultation on the right upper quadrant, as food administration did in a recent study [18].

Right upper quadrant borborygmi of short duration have been correlated with cecal segmental contractions causing mixing of ingesta [20] while propulsive motility associated with ileocecal valve emptying was associated with long, rumbling borborygmi. We classified borborygmi in ones lasting less or lasting more than 3 seconds.

In our study we found only a statistically significant difference in frequency of borborygmi lasting less than 3 seconds. We cannot declare these increased borborygmi corresponds to an increased propulsive motility, lacking a clear correlation between the two. We found very few long, high intensity sounds in our study, opposite as others did [20]. This could be related to the absence of ingesta and to the absence of large amounts of gastric and enteric fluids, avoiding the necessity of long, propulsive waves.
Auscultation is clinically a fundamental tool to evaluate gut motility although there is a poor interobserver correlation [18]. Computer aided auscultation allow more objective analysis of gut sounds although some interobserver disagreement can still occur [18]. In our experiment, to reduce individual and interobserver variation we classified borborygmi into two categories, those lasting less and those lasting more than 3 seconds. Still we cannot give exact evaluation of the intestinal activity when comparing electronic auscultation to other techniques like ultrasonography or intestinography.

For this reason we cannot state we assisted at an increased intestinal motility but nevertheless we assisted to increased gut sounds that maybe to correlated to increased motility. This is the first report, to our knowledge, about the effects of mastication, salivation and swallowing on intestinal activity in horses.

5. Conclusions

Our findings could set the basis for future research, eventually using intestinography, on the effects of sham feeding on the intestinal motility in healthy and diseased horses. As stated for humans [17] may be that chewing without food ingestion can not fully prevent POI, but because it is easily achieved and does not seems to cause any harm, it could be an accepted treatment. Perhaps placement of the bit two-three times per day in the postoperative period of a horse at risk of POI could result beneficial in the prevention and treatment of motility disorders. Furthermore in horses bit chewing is often part of their domestic life and is normally well tolerated.

In conclusion bit chewing can be easily obtained in horses at rest and further evaluation as an adjunctive element in the management of POI is warranted.
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